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Learn invaluable ACT strategies using Tutor Ted's techniquesâ€”cultivated for over a decadeâ€”to

achieve YOUR maximum ACT score.   Included in this book:  â€¢ All of the science knowledge

required on the ACT Science Test over the past 15 years!  â€¢ Training exercises and practice

questions just like what you'll see on the ACT  â€¢ Strategies for attacking every section of the ACT 

â€¢ Simple, clear, and practical tutorials  â€¢ Techniques for approaching double reading passages 

â€¢ Tutorials and practice prompts for the new, enhanced ACT Writing Test  â€¢ The funny, fresh

voice that sets Tutor Ted apart from the rest   Maximize YOUR successâ€”with help from Tutor Ted!
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Can't say I'm impressed, I feel like the techniques in this book are a bit far fetched and take too

much time to learn and practice.I could see this guide useful for someone who has NO knowledge in

the act, but if your already somewhat familiar with the test Idd recommend good 'ol practice.

I was about to purchase this book when I realized that most of the reviewers only had two reviews,

this and the companion book, "Tutor Ted's ACT Practice Tests." In addition, most of these reviews

did not say, "Verified Purchase." Be alert!!!

I love Tutor Ted's witty approach to test prep in this book! While most prep books put young people

to sleep before they can benefit much from the content, this one includes humorous side notes,



clever strategies, and lots of sage advice delivered with just the right combination of encouragement

and attitude. Some of my favorite parts of the book are "how to be a science ninja," approaching the

optional wring test using a "brain tsunami," and using "caveman notes" with the reading test. I highly

recommend this entertaining and informative approach to getting ready for the ACT!

Wow! This book does a wonderful job of presenting a stressful and boring subject in a fun and

lighthearted way. It manages to stay entertaining while still covering every aspect of the test

in-depth. Not only that, but it is currently the only book on the market to cover the new essay and

the new dual reading passages. I have been teaching the ACT for ten years and this is the best

ACT prep book I have ever seen.

The truth is that many well-meaning students buy test prep books, only to read a few pages and

abandon them because test prep is boring. This guide will keep you entertained, all the while

showing how to use effective shortcuts and other useful strategies that will help you improve on the

ACT. I would give this book 5 stars if only for the strategies, but the no-nonsense language and

simple explanations make this one of the best. Note - I've been teaching test prep for over 30 years.

My son used Tutor Ted's Guide to the ACT book when he only had a single month to prep for the

test. The book was excellent, clear and even entertaining to read. He clearly learned a lot as he

achieved his high target test score after this very limited prep time. If you are looking for a book that

covers all the essentials in an up-to-date, fresh manner and will, if you use it, very efficiently improve

your score, this is the book for you.

This guide was a life-savor. As I had been in the dark about the content and specifics of the ACT, it

guided me with details about each section while providing valuable and simple techniques to use. I

am now ready to tackle the test with much less anxiety and more light.

As a tutor, I am always looking for good materials to use with students. This book by Tutor Ted is

the best guide to the ACT out there! Its humorous tone, in depth explanations, and digestible

strategies are what make it so great. After recently discovering this book, I am making it one my

mainstays moving forward will all my students.
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